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During the whole discussion over the North Loop/Mif Albright land swap I pointed out that I
really have nothing against Ron Cowan and his Harbor Bay Isle development group.   I know a
lot of people equate Ron Cowan with all that is horrid and evil in Alameda, but I’m pretty
“meh” to him.   I actually pointed out during the whole discussion that Mr. Cowan has other
parcels, such as the Harbor Bay Club, if he really wanted to develop the remaining units that
he is technically entitled to build with the great big caveat that he needs some actual land to do
it.

I honestly thought that he’d sort of be “done” once the Mif Albright deal fell through, turns
out, not so much.  As mentioned by one of the guest bloggers, he’s proposing building a brand
spanky new Harbor Bay Club at the North Loop site and then putting units at the old Harbor
Bay Club.   Certainly he is not presenting new-HBC as anything more than his attempts at
providing an awesome new shiny facility, but in the end this is really about getting as many
houses and therefore as much money out of the old Development Agreement with the City.

When I first heard about the project, I scoffed.  Big time.

But I’ll admit that I softened a bit when I saw the renderings, you all know that I’m a sucker for
renderings:
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Look at it!   Kid’s splash zone, tennis courts, swimming pools, movie stars…oh wait, that’s
something else.

But given that I don’t actually go to Harbor Bay Club, I didn’t realize what this is missing:

Which apparently is a crap load of tennis courts.   I guess pools are a new priority because
there is a lot more water than before.

Of course once I got over my adoration for all things rendering, I remembered this video that
was produced for the Youth Sports Complex overdubbed with what that area would really
sound like, just pretend you are looking at New-HBC above:
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1. This whole proposal is a joke. HBIA just wants to build homes without consideration of
harm to the community. If HBIA truly wanted to do right by club members, they could do
better than make the club smaller and put it under the OAK flight path.

Comment by Tim Coffey — August 23, 2013 @ 9:13 am
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2. I’m a current HBC member. This plan doesn’t look too bad to me. Two things I would
suggest:

1. Make the two 25 m pools a single 50 m pool with a movable divider. I’ve seen this
elsewhere, e.g., Kennedy Club in Atascadero. (Kennedy Club is also less than half the
price.)

2. Planning Board should require pedestrian/bicycle access through the fence at the end of
Island Drive. Encourage members to walk and bike rather than drive.

That said, I would be really unhappy if I were a neighbor of the current HBC.

Some other thoughts:

– I don’t know that it’s fair to refer to the Harbor Bay Club as “community recreation
space,” because as those spaces go, the Harbor Bay Club is pretty damn expensive.

– The current facility is kind of showing its age, and will need some serious rehabilitation or
relocation in the future.

– Traffic isn’t an issue for me because I usually ride my bicycle to HBC (as opposed to
driving my car to the club to use the stationery bicycle).

One day, though, I made the mistake of driving to HBC early in the morning and trying to
leave just after 8:00 AM. Cars were backed up Packet Landing all the way to the Harbor Bay
Club, and it took a half-hour to get from the parking lot to Island Drive. Thirty-five minutes
to get to the Bay Farm bridge. The primary cause of the backup were the sheer number of
cars dropping a kid off at Amelia Earhardt and the poor circulation of traffic over, under,
around, and through the school. You gotta wonder, though, whether school and street
facilities need to be designed for “one child-one car” style of school transportation. Or
whether children can be allowed to walk themselves to school.

Better access to the old HBC parcel *could* be provided by way of Veterans Court. Perhaps
a condition to putting housing in the HBC parcel could be the rehabilitation of Veterans
Court, raising it above sea level, perhaps 5 feet or so, and making Packet Landing a one
way street (inbound?) and connecting to Veterans Court a one way street (outbound? —
dump a ton of cars driven by crazed parents on Island Drive going the wrong way, that’ll
be interesting!). Dedicating part of the old HBC parcel to a city street capable of handling
school traffic should improve the traffic situation and simultaneously reduce the number of
houses to 50 from 80.

I assume also that some of the proposed housing will be low income housing, in order to
help out with Alameda’s “low income housing problem.” So now we’re down to 40 high-
price homes. Is it still worth it?

Comment by Tom Schweich — August 23, 2013 @ 10:23 am
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3. The reference to housing units that Mr. Cowan is “technically entitled to build” is
unfortunate. The argument about Mr. Cowan’s “entitlement” was frequently made by his
supporters during the golf wars, but it was definitively debunked by no less eminent a legal
scholar than John Knox White. See http://www.johnknoxwhite.com/2009/03/09/miffing-
the-point/.

Comment by Robert Sullwold — August 23, 2013 @ 11:53 am

4. As I wrote, on paper (technically) Ron Cowan is entitled to build more units, he has not
maxed out the number allowed under his Development Agreement. But as I also wrote, he
is constrained by lack of land, lack of proper zoning, lack of people wanting him to, etc and
so forth. But the Agreement was he could build x number of houses, he has only built y and
so z is his delta of units still available on paper to be built.

Comment by Lauren Do — August 23, 2013 @ 12:00 pm

5. Cowan also opted to build bigger homes than originally planned. He made his own bed.
The community owes him nothing.

Comment by Tim Coffey — August 23, 2013 @ 12:28 pm

6. Tim and Lauren are correct. HBIA is entitled to build additional housing according to their
original development agreement with the city but the city is not required to rezone land
and approve new housing which would be needed due to the development decisions that
HBIA made when they built the original homes, etc. A point the court made over and over
in its ruling. Just wanted to make sure my post was accurately represented.

Comment by jkw — August 23, 2013 @ 1:31 pm

7. The 2007 settlement agreement also exempted Cowan from the 15% affordable housing
requirement. These will be million dollar homes.

Comment by Katherine — August 23, 2013 @ 2:25 pm

8. I can’t believe that Ron Cowan expects members of the HBC to move to a site that is directly
under the main flight path at Oakland Airiport– and from a “Health Club” standpoint, be
exposed to the super heavy pollution of the incoming planes (some danger too— look at the
recent crash at SFO), noise decibels of 75%– at 80% one is not supposed to spend more than
8 hours exposed to it, play tennis where it is incredibly windy, and the neighbors are
opposed to the Club’s lights at night, etc.
I for one, (and I know many others) will immediately resign my membership of over 30
years.
Too bad that the present Club,with its almost 4,000 members paying dues could not make $
enough for Mr. Cowan to keep the present Club up to standard. (Isn’t this a little suspect??)

Comment by Diane Foster/ Peter Hannigan — August 23, 2013 @ 5:56 pm
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9. Diane, you have to look at this from Ron Cowans point of view, you will be so much closer
to the airport after your workout. You can platy tennis at night if you simply use night
vision goggles, I think they will supply them for you.

Comment by John P. (L) — August 23, 2013 @ 6:55 pm

10. Don’t be so easily swayed by the ‘pretty’ plans. There’s nothing in them that can’t be done
at the present location. Does anyone else remember when the current Club had TWO pools?
They filled one in. And I don’t buy their assertion that the deferred maintenance makes a
renovation impossible. Whose idea was it to defer maintenance (while they raised dues)?
And, if the tree roots are so bad that they can’t fix the sewer lines, how in the world will
they build homes? There isn’t anything in Cowan’s plans or his arguments that make sense
for homeowners here. This is just a bad, bad deal for everyone who lives on Bay Farm.

Comment by B Headlee — August 27, 2013 @ 8:42 pm

11. We moved into Centre Court in the last 3 years. A big part of it was having the Harbor Bay
Club next door. Taking this away and substituting with homes will ruin our quiet cul de
sac, and incrementally endanger the children at Amelia Earhart School with increased
traffic due to each new household having 1-2 cars leaving for work as the children are
making their way to school each morning. As far as HBC’s proposed new site…I don’t want
pollution and excessive noise from planes over my head as I am inhaling deeply while
swimming or playing tennis. And yes, I agree with the previous concern over safety…
multi-ton planes over our heads is a realistic concern, brought to the forefront with the SFO
tragedy. Imagine if that occurs on top of a health club filled with children playing. Judy T.

Comment by Judy Terry — August 31, 2013 @ 10:43 am

12. I think it is time our City Leadership starts paying attention to Alameda residents and stop
catering to an individual who cannot understand that he is owed nothing. Ignoring the
obvious traffic and safety issues associated with Cowan’s latest plan is irresponsible.

Comment by Dave Terry — August 31, 2013 @ 11:14 am

13. I’m not in favor of moving the Harbor Bay Club.

However, I saw the advertising in the Alameda Sun showing the new location was 1000
yards from the end of main runway of the Oakland Airport. It’s a clever use of perspective
and sorta-truth in GoogleEarth to support one’s weak position. The comments above also
include some statements about proximity to the airport, such as: “under the OAK flight
path, ” “directly under the main flight path at Oakland Airiport,” “super heavy pollution of
the incoming planes,” and “multi-ton planes over our heads.”

So I went to ArcGIS and did some measuring. The same could be carefully and correctly
done on GoogleEarth.



It turns out that flight path from Oakland Airport does not pass over the proposed parcel.
The least distance from the proposed site to the flight path is 2,800 feet.

There are lots of good reasons to oppose moving the Harbor Bay Club, but the claim that
multi-ton aircraft will be dragging their landing gear through, or dropping super heavy
pollution in, the tennis courts is baloney.

Comment by Tom Schweich — August 31, 2013 @ 1:51 pm

14. Hey Tom: Can you tell the difference in decibels between directly under flight path and
2800 feet from runway? Do you think it’s a statistically significant difference?

Comment by Tim Coffey — September 2, 2013 @ 7:10 am

15. 14. A fair question. I do a little radio, but not sound, so I’m not an expert. I would have
thought that, like radio, the signal power would diminish by the cube, or third power, of
the distance, since we working in three dimensions. However, I went here:
http://sengpielaudio.com/calculator-distance.htm which says that doubling the distance
results in a 6 dB decrease in sound “level.” The site includes a sound level change
calculator. Assuming that an aircraft would be 250 feet off the ground when passing by the
proposed HBC site, the sound level would be 21 dB less at the proposed site than directly
under the flight path. As a radio guy 21 dB sounds like a lot, i.e., it would be a lot less noise,
but the web site referenced above states that measuring human experienced volume is a
matter of ” … psycho- acoustics and this personal (subjective) feeling is not correct to
‘measure’.” Ultimately, whether aircraft passing past the proposed site are too “loud” is a
matter of personal response to the noise. I ride my bicycle on North Loop Road three days a
week and, generally, I don’t find aircraft noise there objectionable. Perhaps, if I were trying
to nap beside the pool I would feel differently.

Comment by Tom Schweich — September 2, 2013 @ 11:10 am
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